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““TrueTrue”” Reversible, Isothermal Expansion of an Ideal Gas Reversible, Isothermal Expansion of an Ideal Gas    

wwrev rev   = - = - nRT ln nRT ln 
v2

v1

ppgasgas    =  =  ppextext
nRT

v
ppgasgas    ==

--

ppextext  = = ppgas gas = = nRTnRT/V/V

MaximumMaximum
possiblepossible

work is donework is done
by a gas in aby a gas in a

reversiblereversible
expansion.expansion.

--wwrevrev



PPexex    =  P=  P22and suddenly drop pressure to:and suddenly drop pressure to:
so fast that gas doesnso fast that gas doesn’’t expand t expand ÆÆ

nRTnRT
vv22

GasGas GasGas

PP11

PP

PP22

PP

Then expansionThen expansion
takes place withtakes place with
  PPexex    =  P=  P22

==

Quantitative comparison of reversible and irreversible work:Quantitative comparison of reversible and irreversible work:

Reversible work:Reversible work:



Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * Bonus * 
Bonus * Bonus * BonusBonus * Bonus * Bonus



Preliminary statement: There exists a state function Preliminary statement: There exists a state function 
called entropy whose change is given by called entropy whose change is given by 

∆∆S  =                 =            S  =                 =            dqdqrevrev
dqrev

T1

2

Ú
1
T1

2

Ú

Here Here dqdqrev rev is an is an infinitesemalinfinitesemal change in the heat added for a  change in the heat added for a 
reversible process, T = Kelvin temperature. reversible process, T = Kelvin temperature. 

(1) Choose a reversible path(1) Choose a reversible path

(3) Divide (3) Divide dqdqrevrev  by T at each pointby T at each point

Entropy and the Second LawEntropy and the Second Law



IfIf  qqrevrev were an ordinary well defined variable (state function)  were an ordinary well defined variable (state function) 
like P, V could think of it this way:like P, V could think of it this way:  

qqrevrevState 1State 1 State 2State 2

11
TT

(graph is misleading because q is not an ordinary variable!)(graph is misleading because q is not an ordinary variable!)  

Thus, over any path between the same initial and final states Thus, over any path between the same initial and final states 
(reversible or irreversible) (reversible or irreversible) ∆∆S has the same value.S has the same value.  

1/T1/T

∆∆SS

for specific reversible for specific reversible 
   path in    path in qqrevrev  spacespace  



The Second LawThe Second Law

The simplest way to state the second law is for an isolated system. The simplest way to state the second law is for an isolated system. 
This is a system for which This is a system for which dqdq = 0, and  = 0, and dwdw = 0. = 0.

∆∆S = 0 S = 0 for a reversible changefor a reversible change

∆∆S > 0 for an irreversible changeS > 0 for an irreversible change

(corollary : (corollary : ∆∆S < 0 is impossible for an S < 0 is impossible for an isolatedisolated system). system).



The word spontaneous is used interchangeably with irreversible The word spontaneous is used interchangeably with irreversible 
to describe processes that are observed in nature to to describe processes that are observed in nature to 
"proceed on their own"."proceed on their own".  

Since we can always combine the system together with Since we can always combine the system together with 
surroundings to form an isolated system which is the universe, surroundings to form an isolated system which is the universe, 
we can restate the 2nd Law:we can restate the 2nd Law:  

∆∆S (universe) < 0 impossible (never observed)S (universe) < 0 impossible (never observed)  



Entropy CalculationsEntropy Calculations

1) Cardinal Rule: Can only calculate entropy change if1) Cardinal Rule: Can only calculate entropy change if
 choose a reversible path. choose a reversible path.  

3) 3) ∆∆S for isothermal process (reversible) T = constS for isothermal process (reversible) T = const  



     dq     dqrevrev = sum of heat changes over path. Total is  = sum of heat changes over path. Total is qqrevrev or heat  or heat 
added going from state 1 to 2 over reversible path. added going from state 1 to 2 over reversible path. 

1

2

Ú

For an ideal monatomic gas E =  (3/2) RTFor an ideal monatomic gas E =  (3/2) RT

∆∆E = q + w = 0    E = q + w = 0    ÆÆ        w = - qw = - q

For an ideal gas,For an ideal gas, P = P = 
nRT

V
In a reversible process, P=Pext and
V is not constant.



∆∆S  = S  = nR lnnR ln (V (V22 / V / V1 1 )) Ideal gas isothermal change. Ideal gas isothermal change. 

Note this last case is NOT inconsistent with the 2nd law! Note this last case is NOT inconsistent with the 2nd law! 

SystemSystem entropy can decrease as long as entropy of  entropy can decrease as long as entropy of universeuniverse
either increases or stays the same. If system entropy decreases,either increases or stays the same. If system entropy decreases,
entropy of surroundings must increase.entropy of surroundings must increase.

As we shall see later, the fact that we need to include both theAs we shall see later, the fact that we need to include both the
system and surroundings when considering the Second Lawsystem and surroundings when considering the Second Law
makes the makes the ∆∆S function S function ““inconvenientinconvenient””..



Temperature Dependence of EntropyTemperature Dependence of Entropy  

For constant pressure processFor constant pressure process

For infinitesimal change For infinitesimal change dqdqrev rev  =   =  nCnCp p dT dT 
[Now assume C[Now assume Cpp independent of T] independent of T]

∆∆SSp p  =   =  nCnCpp ln ln (T (T2 2 / T/ T11)) Assumes CAssumes Cpp ,  , CCvv are constant  are constant 
over range Tover range T11  ÆÆ T T22

∆∆S =                      S =                      dqrev

T1

2

Ú



For an ideal gas For an ideal gas CCpp  =  (3/2)R + R = (5/2)R  =  (3/2)R + R = (5/2)R

Absolute Entropies and the Third LawAbsolute Entropies and the Third Law

In same way can set up an arbitrary scale for In same way can set up an arbitrary scale for ∆∆SSff°°. As it turns out, . As it turns out, 
can can alsoalso set up an  set up an absolute scaleabsolute scale for entropy. for entropy.  

Note that Note that ∆∆SSp p , , ∆∆SSvv    are are notnot the same. Cannot be between same the same. Cannot be between same
initial and final states! (Tinitial and final states! (T11, T, T22 can be same but P can be same but P11, P, P22 and V and V11, V, V22
must be different).must be different).



Third Law of ThermodynamicsThird Law of Thermodynamics

SS298298°°  ≡≡  Standard absolute entropy: TStandard absolute entropy: TFF = 298 K and P = 1  = 298 K and P = 1 atmatm..  

But But DDS = S = ÚÚ  [[dqdqrevrev/T]/T]

∆∆S =       - SS =       - S00 =       - 0  =           =       - 0  =          STF
STF

STF

Note: Really cannot takeNote: Really cannot take
CCpp independent of T here  independent of T here 
because are going from because are going from 
absolute zero to some finiteabsolute zero to some finite
T. Most substances go from T. Most substances go from 
solid to liquid to gas oversolid to liquid to gas over
this range!this range!

dqdqrevrev==CCppdTdT


